
 

WIRES Call number 1046853 - nr37462 Collin 

Fed Wombaroo 0.6 with Impact 

27/08/2016 220 gram Dark shin colouring, Tail 140mm. Foot 75mm. Head 60mm. Eyes open. Ears 
up.    

  8/09/2016 290gram    

  20/09/2016 304 gram Started transition to Wombaroo 0.7 on 18/09/16 Day 5 on 22/09/16    

  22/09/2016 292 gram on transfer to me.   (Difference in scales must likely) 

    25/09/2016 289gram now on Wombaroo 07 with Impact 

  30/10/2016   312 gram 

10/10/2016 356 gram, Changed to Biolac M200 last night, redness around eyes, brown staining on 
fur, and constriction bands starting to form on tail, shows allergy to Wombaroo 07    

  13/10/2016 396 gram, brown staining gone, joey is now more alert and fur looking better. Redness 
around eyes also gone.    

  18/10/2016    418 gram 

27/10/2016 .   518 gram 

   0 9/11/2016 Joey has been fine till today when in the afternoon he was in pouch shaking violently. 
Taken inside and sedated with Pamlin and given an injection of Meloxicam. Also started Tribactril 
injections for treatment of same problem Juna, Zarra, Yagoona has suffered from. Sedation wore of 
after 4-5 hours, drank 25 mill of lectade. Recovered and put back outside late night. Tribactril 
injections to continue for 10 days.    

    11/11/2016 Repated the same as 2 days prior, shaking violently, heart razing and eyes fixed and 
staring. Sedated with Pamlin. Recovered although balance and ability to hop is affected.    

  16/11/2016 834 gram. Still on antibiotics, balance is slowly returning.    

   23/11/2016 another episode this evening at 7pm, found with heart razing, very hot to touch, 
salivating and eyes staring open and not focused. Sedated with Pamlin. Recovering by 1am drank 15 
mill of lectade. Urine clear and pellets firm and normal. Unable to stand or hold any weight on legs.    

24/11/2016 930 gram. Joey had another seizure last night, sedated and recovered as usual within 5 
hours. Took to Lismore vet clinic 24/11/ and Nick Jones gassed joey down and took spinal fluid to 
send to lab for analysis. 

27/12/16 Joey found in pen, shaking violently, eyes fixed and body very hot to touch. Sedated with 
Pamlin and given injection of Meloxicam. Recovered after 5 hours, balance affected, but able to hop. 

Since then joey has been fine and at this stage is still doing ok. 


